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BEGINNER AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 1 

Agility Instructions 

Which instruction you give to direct your dog when you want them to perform an obstacle is entirely up to you. 
There is no requirement in agility for you to use one particular instruction over another. The following table 
summarizes the most commonly used agility obstacle words, so you can pick from one of those, or chose 
something entirely different. Because it is very important that your chosen word for each obstacle remain 
consistent over time, the table below also provides space for you to list your chosen words so you can keep track. 

OBSTACLE SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION WORDS YOUR CHOSEN WORD  

Bar Jumps Hup, Jump, Over 

Long Jump/Spread Jumps Hup, Jump, Over, Big Jump 

Tire Jump Tire, Hoop 

Weave Poles Weave 

Flexible Tunnel Tunnel, Through 

Collapsible Tunnel Chute, Push 

Table Table 

A-Frame Climb, Ramp, Scramble, Frame, Get Up 

Dogwalk Walk It, Plank, Bridge 

Teeter Totter Teeter, Tip It, Bang It 

CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS    

“Fluffy” The dog’s NAME is used to get the dog to look at the handler.  This should not be used randomly, but 
only when attention is actually requested. If used too often the dog will begin to ignore it. 

Ready READY is a pre-cue that tells the dog that an instruction is imminent, so they should pay attention and be 
prepared for whatever is coming next. 

Down DOWN means for the dog to lie down – chest, elbows, and rear should all be down. 

Wait WAIT means for the dog to hold forward motion and wait until you give another instruction.  

Sit SIT means the dog’s rear should be on the ground and his front should be upright. 

Okay OKAY is a release that means the dog is done working for the moment. When in training it will be used to 
release the dog from its position in the down-side yellow of a contact obstacle or from a stay on the table. 
Eventually the dog will be released from those positions with another obstacle instruction.  

Easy EASY means slow down and exercise greater caution in performing the current obstacle.  

Bottom BOTTOM means go to the end of a contact obstacle, put 2 feet on the ground and wait for release. 
 

DIRECTIONAL INSTRUCTIONS    

Here HERE means curve in toward the handler.  

Back BACK or TURN BACK means to reverse direction (a 180 turn on the flat) used to repeat an obstacle. 

Go On GO ON or GO means continue straight in the present direction, possibly directly away from the handler. 

Get Out GET OUT means move laterally straight out away from the handler. 

Switch SWITCH means turn to curve away from the handler. 

Tight TIGHT of WRAP means turn tightly around an obstacle.  


